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Utopia at the End of the Habsburg Monarchy: 
Multi-ethnic and Multi-cultural Representation in Vienna Operettas
 Sawako OGAWA
In the latter half of the 1840s, the Habsburg Empire was weakened by a series of 
ethnic uprisings and the Austro-Prussian War. However, in 1867, the Empire was 
transformed into the Austro-Hungarian dual empire by the “Ausgleich” （Compromise） 
Agreement, which resulted in the establishment of a stable system after some time. At 
the same time, the operetta culture flowed from Paris to Vienna, which facilitated the 
flourishing of Viennese operetta. In this paper, we establish that operettas compiled 
in the Habsburg Empire had a transnational and multiethnic character and clarify 
how they expressed the idea and reality of interethnic harmony and represented the 
Viennese entertainment culture. Specifically, we interpret Die Fledermaus or The Bat 
（1874）, which reflects life in the empire, to depict the conflict between centrifugal 
and centripetal forces in a multiethnic empire. Further, we examine various countries’ 
operetta representations, such as Der Bettelstudent or The Beggar Student （1882） for 
Poland and Der tapfere Soldat or The Chocolate Soldier （1908） for the Balkan States, 
which are both “inside” and “outside” states of the empire. Subsequently, the paper 
examines how the utopian concept of “ethnic reconciliation” was transformed into the 
illusion of “self-determination” after the outbreak of World War I and the collapse of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Keywords:  Operetta, the Habsburg Empire, Multi-ethnic representation, Die Fledermaus 
（The Bat）, Vienna moderne
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Voiceover Narration in Japanese Cinema during the Conversion to Sound: 
Rethinking kaisetsuban talkie and rokyoku talkie
 Kotaro SHIBATA
The transition to sound in cinema affected the receptive mode of the audience and, 
subsequently, the musical and vocal practices that had developed in the silent era were 
considered outmoded. However, in the early sound era, some Japanese films adopted 
a unique film style that employed the vocal practices of silent cinema, such as the 
narration of benshi or rokyoku. Hence, the establishment of voiceover narration in cinema 
occurred relatively earlier in Japan than in other countries and in a unique manner. 
By examining the sound films employing benshi narration （kaisetsuban talkie） and 
those employing rokyoku （rokyoku talkie）, this paper reveals how the traditions of such 
Japanese vocal practices established in the silent era satisfied the style of sound cinema 
in some interesting ways. Further, it argues that such encounters among different styles 
emphasized the features of traditional Japanese vocal practices and that these differences 
enabled the development of rokyoku talkie over kaisetsuban talkie. The latter half of the 
paper argues two ways in which rokyoku talkie developed. This paper particularly focuses 
on the practice called narratage, which was followed in Hollywood films, and clarifies 
how the development of the rokyoku talkie in the latter half of the 1930s was related to 
the new American technique in sound cinema.
Keywords: Sound film, Silent Film, Benshi, Rokyoku
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The Reception of Mei Lanfang in Taiwan under Japanese Rule, 
as shown in Taiwan Nichinichi Shinpō （Taiwan Daily News）
 LEE, Szu-han
This paper discusses the case of Mei Lanfang （梅蘭芳）, a superstar of modern 
Peking Opera, to examine the early development of Peking Opera in colonial Taiwan. 
In particular, I focus on the propagation of Peking Opera’s school esthetics in colonial 
Taiwan, which remains relatively under-researched. Despite the Japanese occupation 
of Taiwan, colonial Taiwanese audiences, whose partiality to Peking Opera was clearly 
influenced by the Shanghai style （Haipai）, showed a strong interest in Mei, who was 
based in Beijing, China. However, due to political problems and difficulties in raising 
funds, the plan for the invited stage with Mei was not realized. On the other hand, 
Mei’s fortes were performed by actresses based in Shanghai; however, the Peking Opera 
troupes from Shanghai always combined “Tokyo” and Mei Lanfang in their promotional 
messages in colonial Taiwan. The fact that Japan was an important mediator in the 
process of Mei Lanfang’s rise to popularity in colonial Taiwan further illustrates the 
complex, multilayered nature of culture formation in Taiwan during the colonial period.
Keywords: Mei Lanfang, Peking Opera, Colonial Taiwan, Haipai, Nandan
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Japan-Europe interaction of Dance Movement in the 1930s by the newly discovered 
Mr. and Mrs. Umemoto’s Inspection Tour of Europe and the U.S.A.
 Kanako FUKUSHIMA
This paper discusses Rikuhei Umemoto’s Inspection Tour of Europe and the United 
States from 1931 to 1934, based on a review of his and his wife’s private pictures. 
Rikuhei Umemoto, the third generation Iemoto of Nihon-buyo Kamigatamai Umemoto, 
was a director and choreographer of Takarazuka Revue from the Taisho Era to the early 
Showa Era. Yukiko Yoshino, his wife at that time, was a former actress of the Takarazuka 
Revue and accompanied him on tour. This paper reveals their interactions with Neue 
Tanz dancers such as, Kurt Jooss and his wife, Yvonne Georgi as well as Japanese artists 
who were studying at Bauhaus and Itten Schule （Iwao and Michiko Yamawaki, Kazuko 
Sasagawa, etc.） in the early 1930s. 
A detailed analysis of the interactions of people across several genres （e.g. dance, 
gymnastics, textiles, architecture） and how compositing various media such as 
photographs, phonographs, cinematographs, and choreography, transformed with the 
birth of the Nazi regime and the start of the Sino-Japanese War was conducted.
Keywords: Rikuhei Umemoto, Takarazuka Revue, Neue Tanz, Kurt Jooss, Bauhaus
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Sheets musics of Enkyoku in the first term medieval in Japan 
focusing on “12 kyoku bon” and “Soka nukigaki”
 Yuko KANDA
Enkyoku was made in Kamakura era, Japan. That gave Noh playing a musical and 
rhetorically influence. By a result of recent years’ study of Enkyoku, It’s every important 
to reconsider it in the past.
By comparing with “12 songs book” （Dr. Natsuko Tonomura is possessed its 
manuscript. with an ink, 35 pieces） and “Souka Nukigaki” （Reizei family is possessed its 
manuscript. with an ink, 17 pieces）, I demonstrate about a style of a song book in early 
Medieval in Japan. It is a purpose of my thesis.
I investigated their bodies, musical symbols, and organization of 2 books.
“Souka Nukigaki” pictures were published in 1996, but never known their text. So I 
typed them all, my effort will make all people know rhetoric contents of that. 
Keywords:  Enkyoku, Souka, Reizei Family, Early Medival songs in Japan, songs of 
Kamakura era in J
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Letters regarding Nogaku owned by Hashira collection
in Toyohashi city central library
 Kazumichi SATO
This paper introduces three types of letters owned by Hashira collection in Toyohashi 
city central library. These letters written by Noh actors in Edo period were sent to 
UEDA Shichisaburo who was a wealthy merchant lived in Yoshida, the former name of 
Toyohashi. Two of the writers are HOSHO Dayu and KAWAI Hikobeh lived in the 
city of Edo and were employed by TOKUGAWA shogunate. In the letters they showed 
New Year’s celebration and the gratitude for money they are given. This means UEDA 
was one of their patronages in local areas. Another writer HAYAMI Inoza’emon lived in 
Nagoya as a Nohgaku taiko performer of Owari clan, seemed to play a role of mediator 
between UEDA and actors in Edo. These materials lead to reveal how citizens enjoyed 
Nogaku in a remote town.
Keywords: Nohgaku, Toyohashi, Edo period, Hosho, local citizens and Noh
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Articles Related to Noh in the Diary of Kazuramaki Masaoki
 Atsushi IRIGUCHI, Fumie EGUCHI, Mizuki TAKUSAGAWA, 
 Nozomi FUKAZAWA, Chiho YANASE, Shohei YAMAYOSHI, 
 Mikio TAKEMOTO
The Kazuramaki Masaoki Diary is the personal diary of Kazuramaki Masaoki （1656-
1705）, an attendant of the fifth lord of Kaga Domain, Maeda Tsunanori  （1643-1724）. 
This diary is a part of the Kaetsunō Bunko, which is held in the “Archives of Modern 
History Records” （近世史料館） at the Tamagawa Library in Kanazawa City. This diary 
is not an “official” one; it describes not only Masaoki’s private life, but also records in 
detail the daily life of Lord Tsunanori. It also contains many entries related to Noh and 
various other cultural activities. This paper provides commentary on topics in the diary 
related to Noh and other cultural events that occurred in the period from the seventh 
month to the twelfth month of 1687 （Jōkyō 4）.
Keywords: Kaga domain, KAZURAMAKI Masaoki, Kyogen, MAEDA Tsunanori, Noh
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Reprint of Chikusei Mimura’s Diary, Fushusodo Nichireki Vol. 29
 The Research Group of Chikusei Mimura’s Diary
Volumes 90-93 of Chikusei Mimura’s diary, Fushusodo Nichireki （which was written 
between September 7, 1936, and April 4, 1937）, were printed in this university’s journal.
Chikusei Mimura （1876-1953） was a master of writing, seal-engraving, classical 
literature, topography, and folklore. He had the opportunity to meet many contemporary 
researchers of history, artists, and writers. The Tsubouchi Memorial Theatre Museum 
holds 145 volumes of Chikusei Mimura’s diary （1913-1953）. This diary is considerably 
valuable because it describes people’s behavior during that period.
Keywords: Chikusei Mimura, diary, bibliography, calligrapher, book collector
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（Reprint of the Letters sent to Shoyo Tsubouchi 6）
Reprint of the Letters by Ranpa Ishikawa, Shigetoshi Kawatake, 
and Ichizo Kobayashi to Shoyo Tsubouchi
 Kazuko YANAGISAWA, Kaoru MATSUYAMA, Kuniko HAMAGUCHI
These are reprints of the letters sent by Ranpa Ishikawa, Shigetoshi Kawatake, and 
Ichizo Kobayashi to Shoyo Tsubouchi. This letter collection （25 copies） belongs to the 
Theater Museum of Waseda University.
Ranpa Ishikawa （1867-1931） was a seal-carving artist. Yaichi Aizu praised him and 
asked for several seals for his teacher, Tsubouchi Shoyo. Ranpa was deeply affected by 
the Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923. Yaichi, as a result, held a seal party with Shoyo 
and others as the founders in order to help him. These letters depict the situation at that 
time. 
Shigetoshi Kawatake （1889-1967） was a theater researcher, director of the Tsubouchi 
Memorial Theater Museum, and a professor at Waseda University. He was adopted by 
the Kabuki-author Kawatake family. His 19 letters are from the Taisho era. The contents 
of letters are diverse, such as writing a book about Mokuami’s works, drama activities by 
Tsubouchi Shoyo’s children in cooperation with Kawatake, impressions of the theater, 
and travel reports.
Ichizo Kobayashi （1873-1957） was the founder of the Hankyu Toho Group 
（currently the Hankyu Hanshin Toho Group） and the Takarazuka Revue Company, 
and a businessman who led the Hanshin cultural sphere.
In his two letters, he expresses his fascination toward Shoyo’s calligraphy and thank 
them for their gift.
These letters are valuable materials that record the interactions between Shoyo 
Tsubouchi and the three people.
Keywords:  Ranpa Ishikawa, Shigetoshi Kawatake, Ichizo Kobayashi, Shoyo Tsubouchi 
Letter 
